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Abstract

This paper puts forth a unified theory of growth and polity motivated by the ob-
servation that levels of education are positively correlated with social participation.
Education thus increases the de facto power of the masses while being a catalyst for
economic growth, causing labor to move out of traditional production sectors. The
latter mechanism implies that an autocrat representing the interests of the landed
class will retard modernization for as long as possible while the former implies that
the autocrat eventually democratizes. Calibrating the model to Britain’s economic
and political experience, we find that democratization would have been delayed by
a century if education had not spurred the de facto power of workers. Additionally,
we find that if economic growth is driven by traditional sectors, a country may
never democratize. Finally, we provide empirical evidence in support of our theory
by exploiting a large panel of countries over the period 1960–2000, and showing that
average years of schooling has a positive and significant effect on the probability of
democratization, after controlling for income and country- and time fixed effects.
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1 Introduction

The strong positive correlation between income and democracy, displayed in Figure 1, has
inspired a large literature. Whereas the correlation is undeniable, establishing causation
has proven a far more challenging task: for every paper that has found that income causes
democracy, another finds no such effect.1 As the debate on causation is unlikely to be
settled by empirical work any time soon, a more productive use of effort may be to seek
theoretical guidance, i.e. to model potential mechanisms behind the association. Given
that policy clearly affects development and given the possibility that development affects
policy, a framework that unifies economic growth and polity is needed. This paper puts
forth such a unified theory.

Given the long list of potential mechanisms behind the correlation between income
and democracy, it seems most prudent to let independent evidence guide the selection.
For this, we turn to the observation documented by Glaeser and Sacerdote (2008) and
Glaeser, Ponzetto, and Shleifer (2007) that more educated citizens are more inclined
to participate in society. Embedding this idea into a game-theoretical model of political
economy along the lines of Acemoglu and Robinson (2000) allows us to build a mechanism
by which development affects polity from micro foundations. Specifically, to the extent
that education and greater social participation translate into greater de facto power of
the masses, the probability that a revolt succeeds increases, which in turn implies that an
autocratic regime must allocate some resources for the purpose of deterring revolts and
social unrest. As long as education levels continue to rise, this cost of staying in power
rises to a point where the autocrat will choose to yield power and democratize. This is
the mechanism highlighted in this paper whereby education increases the probability of
transitioning to democracy.

We embed this microfounded mechanism in a unified growth model along the lines of
Hansen and Prescott (2002) and examine its implications for the date at which a country
modernizes and the date it transits from autocracy to democracy. The model of Hansen
and Prescott (2002) is an ideal setting for studying political transitions as it predicts
that an economy transforms from a traditional one, producing output using a land-based
technology, to a modern one, using a capital-based technology. As resources move out of
the traditional sector, land rents fall providing an autocrat representing the interests of
the landed elites with an incentive to block modernization.

To create a role for education, we modify the setting of Hansen and Prescott so that,
instead of considering a transition from a Malthus to a Solow technology, there is a
transition to a Lucas (1988) technology that employs skilled labor. Making education
a prerequisite for using the modern technology implies that the landed autocrat will
block education as long as possible, thereby hindering modernization. This is the way by
which polity affects growth. However, assuming that the autocrat cannot completely shut
down technological progress in either the education sector or the modern sector, some
modernization occurs. The rising levels of education that ensue will gradually increase
the latent threat of revolution implying that the cost of staying in power to the autocrat

1Income might cause democracy as proposed by Lipset (1959), Huntington (1991), Barro (1999),
Boix and Stokes (2003) and Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008a); democracy might cause income, as in
Acemoglu, Naidu, Restrepo, and Robinson (2014); or a third factor might cause both, as proposed by
Acemoglu, Johnson, Robinson, and Yared (2008).
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rises. Eventually the autocrat will relinquish power and democratize, even though it
implies that the landed elite will be subject to a higher income tax as the median-voter
sets the tax rate in the democratic regime. This is the way by which growth affects polity.

To assess the plausibility of our theory, we calibrate the model to replicate Britain’s
economic and political paths. Using historical estimates of the population, landed elite
and land acreage, we assign growth rates of total factor productivity (TFP) in the tra-
ditional and modern technologies to match literacy rates and living standards over the
1200-2000 period. We then consider how various factors impact the date at which the
economy modernizes and the date at which it democratizes. Importantly, we find that de-
mocratization would have occurred nearly a century later if education had not impacted
the de facto power of workers. Our comparative development and polity exercises also
show that economic growth not driven primarily by modernization does not result in de-
mocratization. More specifically, we show that if economic growth stems from increases
in TFP in the traditional technology then a country will never democratize: absent an
educated citizenry, de facto power, and hence the threat of revolt, are never strong enough
that the autocrat chooses to relinquish power.

We also show that the ability of the autocrat to erect barriers to either the education
sector or the modern sector can delay modernization and democracy for a century or more.
Finally, we show that greater concentration of land holdings can delay democratization
although it does not affect modernization.

To further assess the plausibility of our theory, we examine whether there is empirical
support for the idea that education affects the probability of democratization. Using
a large panel of countries over the period 1960–2000, we regress the probability that a
country transitions from an autocratic regime to a democracy on education and income
levels. The results support our theory. In particular, we find that average years of
schooling have a positive and significant effect on the probability of democratization, when
controlling for income. Income, in contrast, has no significant effect on the probability
of democratization when controlling for education. These findings are robust across
subsamples and across alternative measures of polity.

The literature that argues that education is important for democracy is large and has
a long history. Lipset (1959) early on hypothesized that education was at the heart of the
correlation between income and democracy. A more educated citizenry, he argued, both
promotes a culture of democracy and acts as a catalyst for economic prosperity. Lipset
(1959), however, never specifies the mechanism by which education affects democracy.
A large empirical literature that followed almost universally finds that higher educa-
tion leads to more democratic institutions. This strand includes Barro (1999), Glaeser,
La Porta, Lopez-de Silanes, and Shleifer (2004), Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008b),
Glaeser et al. (2007) and Murtin and Wacziarg (2014).2 Although these papers also
examine the empirical relation between income and democracy, they assume that the
relationship is linear, whereas we use a discrete approach in studying transitions from
autocracy to democracy. While a linear approach is appropriate for certain questions,
it is not suitable for the purpose of examining the predictions of our theory as polity

2Acemoglu, Johnson, Robinson, and Yared (2005); Acemoglu et al. (2008), however, reject education
as the third factor causing the relationship between income and democracy, but this finding has been
questioned and the correlation between education and democracy is recovered by Castelló-Climent (2008)
and Bobba and Coviello (2007).
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transitions are discrete changes rather than marginal ones, where a different procedure
for setting policy takes over.

Empirical papers that take a discrete approach to studying the relation between in-
come, democracy and education are scarce. One that does is Sanborn and Thyne (2014).
Although many of their findings echo ours, there are important differences in analyses.
Most importantly, we include country and time fixed effects in our estimations since such
effects have been shown to be of great importance in papers using the linear approach.

A key feature of our theoretical setting is that modernization and development give
rise to peaceful democratization by the ruling autocrat.3 This makes democracies born in
our model consolidated by construction: once democratic, there are no groups in society
that have an incentive to return to autocracy. Some papers that are similar in this regard
are Lizzeri and Persico (2004), Fleck and Hanssen (2006), and Paltseva (2008). These
papers have different mechanisms by which the elite extend the franchise. For instance,
in Lizzeri and Persico (2004), elites extend the franchise so as to commit to a Pareto-
improving provision of a public good. In Fleck and Hanssen (2006) and Paltseva (2008),
democratization follows from a type of a hold-up problem where a dictator cannot commit
to not expropriating capital. These transitions are not only peaceful but voluntary, as
the transition occurs absent any threat of revolution. This is not the case in our paper
where the threat of revolt is the catalyst for political transition.

More numerous are papers on democratization that allow for the possibility of re-
versals, either on account of disagreement over policy or on account of democratization
being the result of revolutions and coups.4 For example, Przeworski and Limongi (1997)
and Przeworski, Alvarez, Cheibub, and Limongi (2000) model democracy as a random
event, unrelated to income, but with a higher probability of survival the richer a country
is. Persson and Tabellini (2009) also argue that rich countries are more likely to stay
democratic in a model where societies accumulate democratic capital over time. Addi-
tionally Glaeser et al. (2007) model education as an important catalyst in revolt against
authoritarian rule as well as the factor that allows a democracy to defend itself from
coups by future would-be dictators. Despite the non-consolidated nature of democracy in
their model, our paper is similar to theirs in assuming that education makes it more likely
that individuals participate in social activities. We view their model as complementary
to ours. Whereas social participation is an explicit choice of agents in their model, policy
is exogenous and treated as a black box. In our model, the opposite applies. Moreover,
Glaeser et al. (2007) do not consider how growth affects polity or that the autocrat can
concede some elite income to workers.

The literature most related to our paper is the one that jointly models growth and
change in polity. These include Seim and Parente (2013) and Huang (2012). Seim
and Parente (2013) also use the Hansen and Prescott (2002) model but focuses on the
importance of heterogeneity in autocratic types and not on education. Regime changes
are not only peaceful but voluntary as there is no threat of revolt in that model. In
Huang (2012), regime change is likewise peaceful but not voluntary. However, there are

3For other models of voluntary democratization, see Seim and Parente (2013).
4Diamond (1996) argues that to avoid the reverse waves of democratization described in Huntington

(1991), consolidating existing democracies is key. In his view, this entails achieving a system of institu-
tions such that all significant political actors (elites and masses) believe in the superiority of democracy
over any other regime imaginable. Such a state will indeed prevail in our model.
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important differences between the models. In particular, we allow incumbents to retard
education and modernization and we have education, and not relative income, determine
the probability of the incumbent holding on to power.

Finally, our paper is related to the literature on unified growth. In addition to Hansen
and Prescott (2002), important papers in this literature include Goodfriend and McDer-
mott (1995), Galor and Weil (2000), and Galor and Moav (2002). In a certain sense,
our paper is most similar to Boucekkine, de la Croix, and Peeters (2007) and Galor,
Moav, and Vollrath (2009). Indeed we view these papers as complimentary to ours in
that whereas neither endogenizes democratization, both endogenize the supply side of
education. In Boucekkine et al. (2007), a rise in population density leads to the creation
of skills. In Galor et al. (2009), the elite eventually choose to create a public education
system. In our paper, we abstract from the supply side of education, assuming that an
education technology is available from the beginning of time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The economic structure of the unified
growth model is presented in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the sequential game between
the ruling autocrat and workers. The model is solved in Sections 4 and 5. The calibration
and numerical experiments using the calibrated structure are presented in Section 6.
Section 7 presents the empirical findings on income, education and discrete transitions
to democracy. Section 8 concludes.

2 Economic Structure

Our model embeds a sequential game between an autocratic ruler and workers threatening
to revolt, into a unified growth model. In terms of the novel mechanism we propose for
how growth affects polity, the sequential nature of the game is essential. Nevertheless,
we begin by describing the growth structure of the model as the sequential game is more
easily understood once this part of the model is explained. The events described in this
section will take place in the final stage of the game, occurring once policies have been
chosen. The equilibrium allocations herein derived will thus be contingent on policies,
and constitute the payoffs in the game introduced in Section 3.

The economic construct is loosely based on the Hansen and Prescott (2002) develop-
ment and growth model that produces a single final good either by using a traditional
Malthus technology or a modern Solow technology. We modify the model in several
notable ways. On the household side, we first assume one-period lived agents whose
utility is increasing in consumption. Second, we allow for heterogeneous households in
that some are endowed with land and others with time. Third, since we are not partic-
ularly interested in generating a Malthusian steady state, we deviate from Hansen and
Prescott (2002) in treating population growth as exogenous and not a function of per
capita consumption.

On the production side, we abstract from physical capital. The Malthusian or tradi-
tional technology, therefore, uses land and raw labor. The modern technology is modified
so as to be linear in efficiency units of skilled labor.5 We also add an education sector.

5Throughout the paper we will refer to traditional firms as either traditional or Malthusian. The
technology employed in the modern sector will occasionally be referred to as a Lucas technology, since
it is based on ideas present in Lucas (1988).
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The education technology is linear in the amount of time a household spends in school.
A worker household either supplies raw labor to traditional firms, or spends part of its
time acquiring human capital and then using whatever time not allocated to education
to produce the final good using the modern technology. There is exogenous TFP growth
associated with each of the three technologies.

Policy, treated parametrically in this section, consists of a 6 dimensional vector Φt ≡
(τLt, τHt, ρLt, ρHt, gt, πt), where τLt is a tax on land rental income, τHt is a tax on labor
income, ρLt is a lump-sum transfer to landed households, ρHt is a lump-sum transfer to
worker households, gt is government expenditures, and πt is a barrier that reduces TFP
in the modern sector by the proportion 1− πt. The specifics of the economy’s structure
are described in the next two subsections.

2.1 Households

All households live for a single period. There are two household types: a landed house-
hold, indexed by the subscript L, and a worker household, indexed by the subscript H.
The measure of each household type alive in period t is given by Nit. Population is
exogenous with the total population given by Nt = NHt + NLt. Landed households are
endowed with the economy’s stock of land. We assume that land is equally distributed,
so that if Lt is the total stock of land, each landed household is endowed with lt ≡ Lt/NLt

units.6 A worker household is endowed with 1 unit of time he can spend either working
at a traditional firm as an unskilled laborer or going to school and subsequently working
as a skilled laborer in the modern sector. A worker who chooses the schooling option
thus effectively becomes self-employed.

Preferences

Preferences are identical across household types. As households live a single period and
by assumption do not care about their offspring, utility is linear in consumption, i.e.,

u(cit) = cit,

where cit is consumption of household i = L,H.

Education

Human capital is acquired by a worker household spending some of its time in school.
Letting et denote the time allocated to schooling, the amount of human capital the worker
household acquires, ht, is

ht = AEtet, (1)

where AEt is TFP in the education sector, which is treated as exogenous and growing at
rate γEt ≥ 0, so that AEt+1 = (1 + γEt)AEt.

6The total stock of land is indexed by the subscript t to reflect changes in the total acres of arable
land overtime.
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2.2 Firms

The consumption good in the economy can be produced using one of two technologies.
The first is a traditional technology, indexed by the letter T , that uses land and unskilled
labor inputs. The second is a modern technology, indexed by the letter M , using skilled
labor input only.

Traditional Sector

Firms using the traditional technology employ land and unskilled labor according to the
following CRS function:

YTt = ATtN
α
TtL

1−α
t , (2)

where α ∈ (0, 1), YTt is output, NTt is labor input, Lt is land, and ATt is TFP that is
taken as exogenous and grows at rate γTt ≥ 0.

Modern Sector

The modern technology is linear in quality-adjusted units of labor. Without loss of
generality, we assume that each skilled household operates as a self-employed unit. The
output of a self-employed household, yMt, is

yMt = (1− πt)AMtht(1− et) (3)

where AMt is TFP in the modern technology and ht(1 − et) is quality-adjusted units of
labor. As in the other two sectors, we allow for exogenous increases in the technology
component, so that AMt potentially grows at rate γMt ≥ 0. Equation (3) implies that
productivity depends on the policy barrier, πt.

2.3 Optimal Behavior

The final good is the economy’s numeraire, meaning that all all prices are expressed in
terms of final output.

2.3.1 Households

As utility is linear in consumption, the relevant problem of each household type is to
maximize its after tax income.

Landed Households Landed households have no maximization problem to solve.
They simply eat their entire income, which consists of land rental income net of taxes,
plus any lump-sum transfers, ρLt, that they receive. The consumption, cLt, and income
of a landed household are therefore

cLt = (1− τLt)rtlt + ρLt,

where rt is the rental rate on land.
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Worker Households Worker households likewise eat their entire after tax income but
must choose between spending their entire time endowment working for a traditional
firm or allocating some fraction of this time to schooling and the remaining time to
producing with the modern technology. A worker household that chooses employment
in the traditional sector obtains the wage wt and a household that opts for education
followed by self-employment obtains the income yMt. Both types of incomes are taxed
at rate τHt. In addition to labor income, the worker may also receive transfers ρHt from
redistribution. The problem of the worker household is given by:

max
et

{
(1− τHt)wt, (1− τHt)(1− πt)AMtht(1− et)

}
+ ρHt,

subject to (1). The worker chooses to get an education and produce the final good himself
if

wt < max
et

(
(1− πt)AMtht(1− et)

)
.

Using (1), the above condition can be written as:

wt < max
et

{
(1− πt)AMtAEtet(1− et)

}
.

Differentiating the right hand side of this condition with respect to et, it follows that a
household that chooses to educate selects

et =
1

2
. (4)

Thus, a self-employed worker household spends half the time in school and the other half
working.

Substituting (4) into (1), we obtain a self-employed worker’s optimal human capital:

ht =
AEt

2
. (5)

Hence, in the case the worker opts for education and self-employment, his consumption
is given by:

cHt = (1− τHt)(1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4
+ ρHt.

Allowing for the possibility that the worker will instead work as an unskilled laborer in
the traditional sector, the general expression for worker consumption is given by:

cHt = max
{

(1− τHt)wt, (1− τHt)(1− πt)AEtAMt
1

4

}
+ ρHt. (6)

2.3.2 Firms

The market for the economy’s only final good is perfectly competitive. Firms either use
the traditional technology or the modern technology.
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Traditional Firms Firms using the traditional technology are price takers and face
the following maximization problem

max
NTt,Lt

ATtN
α
TtL

1−α
t − wtNTt − rtLt.

Maximization yields the following input demand functions:

wt = αATt

( Lt
NTt

)1−α
, (7)

and

rt = (1− α)ATt

( Lt
NTt

)−α
. (8)

Modern Firms Modern firms are self-employed worker households who use their own
human-capital adjusted time to produce the economy’s final good according to (3). As
such, there are no FOCs. The relevant maximization decision pertains to the worker
household deciding whether or not to go to school. In what follows, we let NMt denote
the measure of worker households who are self-employed.

2.3.3 The Modernization Date

Characterizing the economy’s development path is trivial except for determining the pe-
riod in which the modern technology is first used. To determine this date, note that prior
to the modern technology being used the entire workforce is employed in the traditional
sector, so that:

NTt = NHt,

and, trivially, NMt = 0. In this state, the real wage is:

wt = αATt

( L

NHt

)1−α
. (9)

Using (9) with (6) implies that workers begin to educate themselves the first period in
which

αATt

( L

NHt

)1−α
< (1− πt)AMtAEt

1

4
. (10)

This equation implies that the barrier to modern-sector TFP is important for determin-
ing the date an economy first modernizes, i.e., first uses the modern technology. This
implication will be relevant when we extend the model so as to endogenize policy.

2.4 Equilibrium Prices and Allocations

We next characterize the equilibrium prices and allocations before and after the mod-
ernization date identified by (10) with the explicit purpose of deriving the equilibrium
consumption levels of the two household types. These levels will be the relevant payoffs
in the political game presented in Section 3.
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Pre-modernization prices

Prior to modernization, we have established that all households are employed in the
traditional sector and that wt is given by (9). The land rental price, therefore, is:

rt = (1− α)ATt

( Lt
NHt

)−α
. (11)

Post-modernization prices

Once the modern technology is in use, (10) is violated so that the equilibrium wage in
the economy is given by:

wt = (1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4
. (12)

To determine the rental price, it is first necessary to solve for employment in the tradi-
tional sector, NTt, using the above equation and labor demand. This yields

NTt =

(
(1− πt)AMtAEt1

4αATt

)− 1
(1−α)

Lt. (13)

The remaining measure of worker households are self-employed, i.e.,

NMt = NHt −NTt.

The rental rate on land is given by equation (8), evaluated at (13).

Equilibrium consumption

In equilibrium, the consumption and income levels of the two household types are given
by

cLt = (1− τLt)rtlt + ρLt (14)

and
cHt = (1− τHt)wt + ρHt, (15)

where wt and rt are given by (9) and (11) pre-modernization and (12) and (8) post-
modernization. These expressions represent the payoffs of the players participating in
the game described in Section 3.

Resource Constraints

In equilibrium, total consumption must equal total output. Thus,

NLtcLt +NHtcHt + gt = Yt.

Additionally, the sum of workers employed by traditional firms and self-employed indi-
viduals must total the number of worker households, so that

NMt = NHt −NTt. (16)
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Pre-modernization, NHt = NTt, NMt = 0, and Yt is given by

Yt = YTt = ATtN
α
HtL

1−α
t .

Post-modernization, NTt is given by (13), NMt is given by (16), and Yt is given by

Yt ≡ YTt + YMt = ATtN
α
TtL

1−α
t + (1− πt)AMtAEt

1

4
(NHt −NTt),

since output produced in the modern sector is YMt = yMtNMt.

Policy Feasibility

Policy, although treated as exogenous at this stage, must be feasible. In particular, total
tax receipts must equal total outlays, i.e.

τLtrtLt + τHtwtNHt = ρLtNLt + ρHtNHt + gt.

3 Political Structure

We next describe the political layer of the model, i.e., the sequential game between the
ruling autocrat and the workers of the economy. The game is based on Acemoglu and
Robinson (2000) who emphasize that threatening to revolt gives the masses de facto
power. The basic idea of the model is that an autocrat is able to maintain power by
making concessions to the masses through income transfers. By redistributing some elite
income to workers, the autocrat can prevent workers from initiating a revolt. If the
transfers required to keep the masses at bay are too large, the autocrat instead opts for
democracy and peacefully relinquishes power.

The game is replayed every period, but since households live a single period every
generation plays the game only once. We assume that at the beginning of each period, a
ruler is randomly chosen from the set of landed households. The ruler either chooses to
hold on to power or to democratize the country. If the autocrat chooses to democratize,
economic policies in line with the preference of the median are implemented. In each
period, we assume that NHt > NLt so that the median voter is always a worker household.

We now describe the game in detail.

3.1 The Game

The structure of the game is shown in Figure 2. At the beginning of each period and before
the game begins, the state of the economy is characterized by the set {Lt, NLt, NHt, ATt,
AMt, AEt}. Within each period t, the following events take place.

1. The game begins by the landed autocrat choosing the country’s polity, i.e. decides
whether to maintain power or democratize. This choice is represented by the first
node in Figure 2. Letting δt denote the decision of the autocrat, we define

δt =

{
1 if democracy,

0 if autocracy.
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2. Next, the ruler sets a vector of policies, Φt ≡ (τLt, τHt, ρLt, ρHt, gt, πt). If δt = 0, the
landed autocrat sets policies. If δt = 1, policies favored by the median voter, i.e. a
worker household, are implemented. In the case that δt = 1, the game ends, agents
solve the maximization problems described in Section 2 and markets clear.

3. As long as δt = 0, worker households decide whether or not to revolt. This choice
is represented by the second node in Figure 2. Letting µt denote this decision, we
define

µt =

{
1 if revolt,

0 if no revolt.

The decision to revolt is based on the expected probability that the revolt succeeds,
which is taken as given by the individual worker and discussed in detail in Section
3.2. If workers choose not to revolt, the game ends, agents solve their relevant
maximization problems and markets clear under the policies set by the landed
autocrat in Stage 2.

4. If workers decide to revolt, i.e., µt = 1, the revolt either succeeds with probability φ
or fails with probability 1− φ. This event is illustrated at the third node in Figure
2. To uniquely identify each outcome, we introduce an indicator variable

κt =

{
1 if revolt succeeds,

0 if revolt fails.

If the revolt fails, the autocrat’s policies from Stage 2 are implemented, with the
exception that transfers originally earmarked to worker households are instead used
up in the conflict, meaning that workers get zero transfers should they revolt. If
the revolt succeeds, a democracy is formed and the policy preferred by the median
voter is implemented. In both cases, the game ends, agents solve their relevant
maximization problems and markets clear.

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

Note that unlike Acemoglu and Robinson (2000), a revolt does not reduce the economy’s
output. Although it is easy to introduce this feature into the model, it is not necessary
for generating the result that an autocrat eventually relinquishes power. What is more
important for the purpose of generating this result is to have the consumption levels of
each household type differ substantially between the case when revolt fails and when it
succeeds. This is done by imposing constraints on the policies that are possible under
democracy and autocracy. These constraints are described in Section 3.3.

The indicator functions defined above are used to identify the payoffs at the end of the
branches of the game tree and we write the payoff of each household type i as cit(δt, µt, κt).
As there are four branches to the tree, there are four relevant vectors of indicators. For
notational convenience, we introduce shorthand notation for the four possible outcomes,
namely peaceful democracy, PD ≡ (1, ·, ·); peaceful autocracy, PA ≡ (0, 0, ·); successful
revolt, RS ≡ (0, 1, 1) and failed revolt, RF ≡ (0, 1, 0).7

7In the case of peaceful democracy, the values of µ and κ are irrelevant since there is no decision to
revolt. In the case of peaceful autocracy, the value of κ is irrelevant as workers choose not to revolt. The
irrelevance of these arguments is highlighted by the use of “·” in the outcome vectors.
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3.2 Education and the Probability of Successful Revolt

Based on the observation that education leads to increased political participation as in
Glaeser et al. (2007), we assume that the probability that a revolt succeeds is increasing
in education. The assumption implies that when the masses become more educated their
de facto power increases and the autocrat will be forced to transfer some elite income to
the workforce to curb a revolt. This mechanism creates a crucial role for education in
the democratization process.

For simplicity, we assume that the probability that a revolt succeeds depends on the
average human capital of the previous generation rather than of the current one, so that

φ = φ(h̄t−1), (17)

where h̄ denotes average human capital of workers and is given by h̄t = htNMt/NHt.
Expositionally and analytically, there are clear advantages to assuming that φ depends

on h̄t−1 rather than h̄t. First, it allows us to build on the economic structure of Section 2
without modifying the timing. Making φ a function of h̄t would necessitate assuming that
the education decision occurs before the decision to revolt, which would complicate the
structure of the game. Second, since education in each period is a choice that depends on
the state of the economy in each period, h̄t−1 and h̄t are strongly correlated. Additional
numerical experiments available on request suggest that our main results are insensitive
to whether φ is specified as a function of h̄t−1 or h̄t.

8 Third, making φ a function of
the human capital of the contemporaneous generation raises concerns about workers
internalizing the effect of their education decision on the likelihood that a revolt succeeds.
Making the probability predetermined as in (17) renders this issue mute. Fourth, one may
provide a rationale for why the human capital of the previous generation should affect the
probability of a successful revolt based on adaptive expectations. When workers decide
whether or not to revolt, they base their decision on the perceived probability that the
revolt will succeed. If actual education levels are unknown to workers when making this
decision, it is plausible to assume that they base their expectation on the most recent
data available to them, i.e. the level of human capital of their parents.

For simplicity, we assume that when workers are uneducated, i.e. prior to moderniza-
tion, the probability that a revolt succeeds is zero so that workers will never attempt to
overthrow the autocrat. The importance of this assumption is addressed in the calibration
in Section 5.

3.3 Policy Constraints

Optimal policy is either determined by the polity in charge in Stage 2, or in in Stage 4,
in the event of a successful revolt. Policy must further be feasible, in that total outlays
must be covered by total tax receipts. Although both autocratic and democratic leaders
choose tax rates, transfers and barriers, we assume that they face slightly different policy
constraints that, in addition to differing across polity types, can differ on account of the

8The fact that the economy is growing over time implies that h̄t−1 ≤ h̄t. This suggests that the
implied probability of a successful revolt in a given period t would be somewhat higher if it were a
function of h̄t rather than of h̄t−1. However, these small differences in levels become unimportant when
performing experiments related to comparative development over time.
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outcome of a revolt. The one policy that is constrained identically across regimes, is the
technology barrier that is restricted by an upper bound, so that πt ∈ (0, π̄). We next
describe the constraints that apply to each of the four branches of the game, from left to
right, in Figure 2.

Peaceful Democracy (PD) Should the autocrat peacefully relinquish power in Stage 1
of the game, the policies preferred by a median voter are implemented. As for constraints
on these policies, we assume that under democracy, the same tax rate is levied on both
types of households and everyone receives the same transfers from the tax revenue that
ensues. Policies must satisfy the government budget constraint and there is an upper
bound, τ̄ , on the tax rate that the democratic leader can implement.9 Government
expenditure is set to zero.

Our assumptions imply the following constraints on tax rates and transfers:

τHt(PD) = τLt(PD) ≡ τt(PD) ∈ [0, τ̄ ], (18)

ρHt(PD) = ρLt(PD) ≡ ρt(PD) =
τt(PD)[rt(PD)Lt + wt(PD)NHt]

Nt

, (19)

and
gt(PD) = 0. (20)

Peaceful Autocracy (PA) If the landed autocrat chooses to stay in power and peace
is maintained, his preferred policy vector is implemented in Stage 2 of the game. We
assume that the autocrat only taxes elites and never redistributes income to this group.
The rationale for this simplifying assumption is our focus on the role of transfers in
deterring revolt. Allowing the autocrat to tax worker income would complicate the model
by giving the elite another type of incentive to maintain power.10 Policy must further be
feasible in that the government budget constraint must be satisfied.

The policy constraints under peaceful autocracy are thus:

τHt(PA) = 0, (21)

τLt(PA) ∈ [0, 1], (22)

ρHt(PA) =
τLt(PA)rt(PA)Lt

NHt

, (23)

ρLt(PA) = 0, (24)

gt(PA) = 0. (25)

9As shown in Section (4), the reason we need to establish an upper bound on the tax rate is that as
long as the rental income of a landed household exceeds the wage, a democracy will find it optimal to
tax income at the highest rate possible.

10Indeed, in an earlier, uncirculated version of this paper, we considered this possibility and found
that if the autocrat can tax labor at a sufficiently high rate, he never democratizes and abstains from
raising barriers to the modern technology.
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Successful Revolt (RS) In a democracy born from a successful revolt, the policies
preferred by the worker household are implemented in Stage 1 of the game. As in the
peaceful democracy, the same tax rate is levied on both types of households and everyone
receives the same transfers. However, the upper bound on the tax rate, ¯̄τ , is assumed
to be higher after a revolt than in a peaceful democracy, i.e. τ̄ < ¯̄τ . We make this
assumption to give workers sufficient incentive to revolt, but it is plausible that workers
hold enough political power after overthrowing the autocratic government, that they can
levy high taxes.

As in a peaceful democracy, government expenditure is set to zero and the constraints
on optimal policies are thus

τHt(RS) = τLt(RS) ≡ τt(RS) ∈ [0, ¯̄τ ], (26)

ρHt(RS) = ρLt(RS) ≡ ρt(RS) =
τt(RS)[rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt]

Nt

, (27)

and
gt(RS) ≡ 0. (28)

Failed Revolt (RF) After a failed revolt the autocratic regime is maintained and the
policies chosen by the autocrat in Stage 2 of the game are implemented. To ensure
that workers’ payoffs differ sufficiently across revolt outcomes, however, we assume that
any transfers that had been earmarked to workers in Stage 2 are forgone. Instead of
tax revenue from land rental income being transferred to workers, it is spent restoring
the rule of law. This is the only branch of the game where there are any government
expenditures, gt(RF): along the other three branches of the game, gt = 0. We allow for
the possibility that these expenditures needed to restore the rule of law are so large that
they may require landed households to pay lump sum taxes. The reason we introduce
negative lump sump transfers in this case, i.e., ρLt(RF) ≤ 0, is to ensure that the expected
consumption of a landed household under revolt will always be less than its payoff under
peaceful democracy. We wish to avoid scenarios where the autocrat prefers revolt over a
peaceful outcome.

The policy constraints after a failed revolt are thus:

τHt(RF) = 0, (29)

τLt(RF) ∈ (0, 1), (30)

ρHt(RF) = 0, (31)

ρLt(RF) ≤ 0, (32)

τLt(RF)rt(RF)Lt = gt(RF) + ρLt(RF)NLt. (33)

Equation (33) is the government’s budget constraint after a failed revolt. Notice that the
rental rates in these expressions are indexed by the branch of the game as the competi-
tive equilibrium prices and allocations characterized in Section 2 depend on the policies
implemented.
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4 Subgame Perfect Equilibrium

We solve for the sub-game perfect equilibria of the model using backward induction.11

To this end, it is useful to distinguish between the pre- and post-modernization eras. We
thus consider each period, in turn, below.

4.1 Pre-modernization

In the Malthusian era, the probability that a revolt succeeds is assumed to be zero so
workers will never want to revolt under any circumstances. Consequently, Stages 3 and
4 of the game are irrelevant and the only two possible subgame equilibria are peaceful
autocracy and peaceful democracy. To see if either is a subgame perfect equilibrium, we
first solve for the optimal policies set in Stage 2, and then compare the payoffs of elites
under the two branches to determine the optimal regime choice of the elite in Stage 1.
By the analysis in Section 2 the consumption levels of the two household types are given
by (14) and (15), where wt and rt are given by (9) and (11).

Stage 2: Policy Choice

Peaceful Autocracy Since a landed household receives no transfers, elite consumption
and income under peaceful autocracy are:

cLt(PA) = [1− τLt(PA)]rt(PA)lt,

where τLt(PA) ∈ [0, 1]. Since the probability of successful revolt is zero, it follows trivially
that the autocrat never taxes land rents in this era, i.e., always set τLt(PA) = 0. Elite
income is thus given by:

cLt(PA) = rt(PA)lt. (34)

Turning to the policy barrier to modern-sector TFP, the consumption of a landed house-
hold is maximized when rt is maximized. Since ∂rt(PA)/∂NTt > 0 according to (8), land
rents are maximized in the Malthusian era when the entire population is employed in
the traditional sector. This implies that the autocrat seeks to block modernization for
as long as possible. In particular, once the switch condition given by (10) is met with no
barrier in place, the autocrat will set πt so that (10) holds with equality.

The consumption of workers is given by:

cHt(PA) = wt(PA). (35)

11A subgame perfect equilibrium is a pair of strategies, one for each household type, such that
the strategy of each household type is the best response to the other type’s strategy and vice versa.
Formally, we may denote the actions of the landed autocrat by σL

t ≡ {δt,ΦL
t (δt = 0)} and the ac-

tions of workers by σH
t ≡ {ΦH

t (δt = 1), µt(δt = 0,ΦL
t (δt = 0)),ΦH

t (δt = 0, µt = 1, κt = 1)} where
Φi

t ≡ (τLt, τHt, ρLt, ρHt, gt,πt) is the policy vector set by ruling class i. A subgame perfect equilibrium is
a pair of strategies, (σ̃L

t , σ̃
H
t ) such that for each subgame, σ̃L

t is the best response of a landed household
to σ̃H

t and vice versa.
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Peaceful Democracy Under democracy, plugging in the feasible policies, we obtain
the representative worker’s income and consumption:

cHt(PD) = [1− τt(PD)]wt(PD) +
τt(PD)[rt(PD)L+ wt(PD)NHt]

Nt

. (36)

The expression implies that there is no interior solution for the optimal tax rate. The
objective function (36) suggests:

∂cHt(PD)

∂τt(PD)
> 0⇔ rt(PD)Lt + wt(PD)NHt

Nt

> wt(PD).

The expression implies that the distribution of income determines whether the democrat
would tax income at the lower or upper bound. More specifically, the democratic leader
sets τt(PD) = τ̄ if the wage is below per capita income, as this makes the workers net
beneficiaries of taxation. Simplifying the right hand side of the above condition we may
write:

τt(PD) =

{
τ̄ if rtlt > wt,

0 otherwise.

As shown in Appendix A.1, however, pre-modernization, rtlt > wt as long as NHt/Nt > α
where α is the labor share in the traditional technology.12 As we assume that this
condition is always satisfied, we conclude that the democratic leader will always set the
tax rate at the upper bound pre-modernization, i.e.

τt(PD) = τ̄ .

Using this result with (14), we obtain the income and consumption of an elite household
under peaceful democracy:

cLt(PD) = (1− τ̄)rt(PD)lt +
τ̄ [rt(PD)Lt + wt(PD)NHt]

Nt

. (37)

Finally, we need to assess whether the democratic government would ever block modern-
ization once the modern technology is profitable to use. Differentiating (36) with respect
to πt, taking into account that wt and rt depend on the barrier, we obtain:

∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
=
(

1− τ̄ + τ̄
NHt

Nt

)∂wt(PD)

∂πt
+ τ̄

Lt
Nt

∂rt(PD)

∂πt
. (38)

Since ∂wt(PD)/∂πt < 0 while ∂rt(PD)/∂πt > 0 the barrier has counteracting effects on
the consumption of worker households. Imposing a barrier lowers the wage but increases
the rental rate on land, which increases the redistributive transfers received by workers.
As shown in Appendix A.2, the former effect dominates the latter under reasonable
parameter assumption implying that:

πt(PD) = 0.

12The calibrated parameters do indeed satisfy this condition.
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Stage 1: Polity Choice

The main result of this stage is presented in the following proposition:

Proposition 1. The pre-modernization subgame perfect equilibrium is always peaceful
autocracy.

Proof. Suppose otherwise, i.e. that the autocrat democratizes. Working backwards, it
is obvious that the autocrat will choose democracy if and only if cLt(PD) > cLt(PA).
Prior to modernization, the rental price of land and the wage rate will be the same
across polities. Using this result with equations (34) and (37) implies that the autocrat
democratizes if

(1− τ̄)rtlt +
τ̄(rtLt + wtNHt)

Nt

> rtlt.

Using Nt = NHt +NLt and simplifying we obtain:

rtLt − wtNLt

Nt

> rtlt − wt,

which is obtained if and only if

NLt

Nt

[
rtlt − wt

]
> rtlt − wt,

implying that NLt/Nt > 1, a contradiction.

We thus conclude that the autocrat never relinquishes power pre-modernization and
that the only subgame perfect equilibrium is peaceful autocracy. The finding summarized
in Proposition 1 that democratization is always a post-modernization phenomenon is a
key result that we will make use of later in the analysis.

4.2 Post-modernization

Once condition (10) holds, workers start to educate themselves and subsequently take up
production using the modern technology. The consumption levels of the two household
types are still given by (14) and (15), with wt and rt now given by (12) and (8). Once the
modern technology is in use, the growing stock of human capital increases the probability
of a successful revolt and eventually makes overthrowing the autocrat a viable option to
the workers. Below, we solve the full model, when all stages of the game are relevant.

Stage 4: The Outcome of the Revolt

In Stage 4, the revolt either succeeds or fails and the implied leader implements his pre-
ferred policies. If the revolt fails, the autocrat remains in power and his policy choices
from Stage 2 are implemented along with the additional required expenditures and trans-
fers associated with restoring the rule of law. Imposing the relevant constraints on policy,
the payoff to a landed household is:

cLt(RF) = [1− τLt(RF)]rt(RF)lt + ρLt(RF). (39)
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As worker households are not taxed under autocracy and receive no lump sum transfers
in the case the revolt fails, their payoff is:

cHt(RF) = wt(RF). (40)

If the revolt is successful, democracy ensues and the worker household chooses the policy
that maximizes his income subject to the constraints given by (26) and (27). Substituting
these constraints into (14) and (15) implies:

cLt(RS) = [1− τt(RS)]rt(RS)lt +
τt(RS)[rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt]

Nt

, (41)

and

cHt(RS) = [1− τt(RS)]wt(RS) +
τt(RS)[rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt]

Nt

. (42)

A would-be democratic leader would choose τt(RS) ∈ [0, ¯̄τ ] to maximize worker consump-
tion given (42). As in Section 4.1, there is no interior solution to this problem and the
optimal tax rate is a corner solution. Re-tracing the steps of the analysis in that section,
we obtain the following modified result for the case of successful revolt:

τt(RS) =

{
¯̄τ if rt(RS)lt > wt(RS),

0 otherwise.

As shown in Appendix A.1, rtlt always exceeds wt also in the modern era. We conclude:

τt(RS) = ¯̄τ. (43)

Stage 3: The Decision to Revolt

In Stage 3, workers choose to revolt if the expected utility of doing so exceeds the status
quo, represented by peaceful autocracy. The consumption of workers should they abstain
from rebelling is obtained by plugging (21) and (23) into (15). It follows that:

cHt(PA) = wt(PA) +
τLt(PA)rt(PA)Lt

NHt

. (44)

Workers choose not to revolt if the following condition holds:

cHt(PA) > φ(h̄t−1)cHt(RS) + (1− φ(h̄t−1))cHt(RF).

Using (40), (42) and (44) the condition may be written:

wt(PA) +
τLt(PA)rt(PA)Lt

NHt

> φ(h̄t−1)
[
(1− τt(RS))wt(RS) +

τt(RS)(rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt)

Nt

]
+ (1− φ(h̄t−1))wt(RF).

(45)
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Stage 2: Policy Choice

In Stage 2, the autocrat sets policies that maximize the consumption of a landed house-
hold. In doing so, the autocrat knows that if (45) is violated, there will be a revolt. He
therefore has the option to prevent a revolt by choosing τLt(PA) so that (45) holds with
equality. Intuitively, he can concede some of the elites’ income to workers by taxing land
rents and transferring the receipts to workers. To determine the tax rate to implement,
however, the autocrat needs to take into account what tax rate the democratic leader
would choose should the revolt succeed, i.e. (43).

With this knowledge, we can solve for the τLt(PA) that satisfies (45). Using the result
(43) in (45) yields:

wt(PA) +
τLt(PA)rt(PA)Lt

NHt

> φ(h̄t−1)
(

(1− ¯̄τ)wt(RS) +
¯̄τ(rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt)

Nt

)
+ (1− φ(h̄t−1))wt(RF).

(46)
Solving for τLt(PA):

τLt(PA) =

[
φ(h̄t−1)

{
(1− ¯̄τ)wt(RS)− wt(RF) +

(
rt(RS)Lt + wt(RS)NHt

) ¯̄τ

Nt

}
+ wt(RF)− wt(PA)

]
NHt

rt(PA)Lt
.

(47)

The elite will deter revolt as long as

cLt(PA) > φ(h̄t−1)cLt(RS) + (1− φ(h̄t−1))cLt(RF), (48)

where cLt(PA) = (1− τLt(PA))rt(PA)lt, and τLt(PA) is given by (47).

Stage 1: Polity Choice

The autocrat chooses to democratize if cLt(PD) > cLt(PA). The autocrat therefore needs
to know what consumption the landed household realizes under peaceful democracy. The
reasoning above makes this issue trivial. As the autocrat knows that a democracy will
tax at the upper bound, he knows that elite income under peaceful democracy is:

cLt(PD) = (1− τ̄)rt(PD)lt +
τ̄ [rt(PD)Lt + wt(PD)NHt]

Nt

. (49)

It follows that an autocrat peacefully concedes power if:

(1− τ̄)rt(PD)lt +
τ̄ [rt(PD)Lt + rt(PD)NHt]

Nt

> [1− τLt(PA)]rt(PA)lt,

where τLt(PA) is given by (47).
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4.3 Results

We are now in the position to state the implications of the above analysis.

Proposition 2. The post-modernization subgame perfect equilibrium is either peaceful
autocracy or peaceful democracy.

Proof. Consider first the case when the worker household’s expected income under revolt
is lower than its income under peaceful autocracy for any τL ∈ [0, 1]. Then, clearly, revolt
is not a potential subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. Consider the alternative
case where the worker’s expected income from revolting is higher than its income under
peaceful autocracy when τLt = 0 and there are no transfers. Then there either (i) exists
some τ ∗L ≤ 1 for which the worker household would be indifferent between revolting and
peaceful autocracy or (ii) does not exist such a tax rate, in which case the autocrat
cannot prevent workers from revolting. Consider case (i) first. Then for a slightly lower
tax rate and transfer policy, the autocrat can ensure that workers will choose revolt over
non-revolt. In this scenario and under this tax rate, suppose by way of contradiction that
revolt is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. Since the autocrat can always deter
revolt, it must be that the his expected payoff under revolt is greater than that under
peaceful autocracy, namely,

φ(h̄t−1)cLt(RS) + (1− φ(h̄t−1))cLt(RF) > cL(PA). (50)

Additionally, since the autocrat can always transfer power, it must be that his expected
utility under revolt exceeds his utility under peaceful democracy, namely,

φ(h̄t−1)cLt(RS) + (1− φ(h̄t−1))cLt(RF) > cL(PD). (51)

We know that cLt(RF) < cLt(PA) because the autocrat does not re-optimize with respect
to policies if the revolt fails and he incurs the cost of restoring law and order, i.e. gt > 0.
In light of this result and the assumption that the autocrat earns a higher expected
income under revolt than peaceful autocracy, it follows that cLt(RS) > cLt(PA). Also,
we know that cLt(RS) < cLt(PD) because the democracy can tax elite income at a higher
rate if the revolt succeeds and because the revolt uses up some resources. Thus, it follows
that cLt(PD) > cLt(RS) > cLt(PA) > cLt(RF). This implies that (51) is violated, thereby
establishing a contradiction, meaning that the autocrat would prefer peaceful autocracy
to revolt whenever he can deter worker households from choosing this option. To complete
the proof, consider case (ii), where the autocrat cannot deter workers from revolting even
if he taxes land rents at 100%. In this case, however, the autocrat will not give workers
the possibility to revolt since it is in the best interest of the landed class that the autocrat
relinquishes power. The reason for this is that we assume that the (negative) lump-sum
transfer each landed household has to make to pay for putting down the revolt is so
large that its consumption under failed revolt will always be less than under a peaceful
democracy.

The above proof suggests the following corollary.
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Corollary 1.

i. If the worker household’s expected return to revolting is less than the payoff it re-
ceives under peaceful autocracy for any 0 ≤ τLt ≤ 1, then the unique subgame perfect
equilibrium of the game is Peaceful Autocracy

ii. If there exists some τ ∗Lt ≤ 1 for which the worker household is indifferent between
revolting and peaceful autocracy, then the subgame perfect equilibrium is Peaceful
Autocracy if cLt(PA) > cLt(PD) and Peaceful Democracy otherwise.

5 Model Calibration

In this section, we calibrate the model to match certain features of Britain’s political
and economic developments from 1200 to 2010, and then use this calibrated structure to
explore how important the channel highlighted in this paper could be for understanding
the dates autocracies have transitioned to democracies. There are really two aspects to
this question. The first is the prospect for democratization if the probability of revolt
does not depend on human capital. The second is the prospect for democratization if
growth is not driven by the modern sector, but instead by the traditional one.

Before assigning parameter values, it is necessary to identify the dates when Britain
modernized and democratized. This is not a trivial task as Britain’s economic develop-
ment and political development are subject to interpretation. With regards to the former,
whereas thirty years ago economic historians almost universally agreed that living stan-
dards were constant prior to 1750, today a growing number of researchers including Crafts
and Harley (1992), Maddison (2007) and Broadberry, Campbell, Klein, Overton, and van
Leeuwen (2015) argue that there was some growth, albeit weak, going back to 1200. For
the purpose of the calibration, we take this revisionist’s view of Britain’s development,
but do not identify 1200 as the period in which Britain first modernized. To identify
this date, we use literacy rates for England reported by Boucekkine et al. (2007) that are
based on the research of Cressy (1980). They document that the literacy rate in England
increased steadily from 10% of the adult population in 1530 to roughly 75% in 1860. In
light of this, we interpret the first date that the modern technology is used to be the first
part of the 16th Century, specifically the year 1530.

As for Britain’s political development, there is the debate as to whether Britain’s
democratization was peaceful and voluntary, or just peaceful. Acemoglu and Robinson
(2000), for example, argue that fear of revolution was critical for extending the fran-
chise in Britain whereas Lizzeri and Persico (2004) argue the opposite. As our model is
an extension of Acemoglu and Robinson (2000), we naturally take their interpretation
of Britain’s political history. There is also much debate as to when Britain became a
democracy. Britain clearly did not go from autocracy to democracy overnight: there
were three voting reforms in the 19th century and another two in the first part of the
20th century. Although the First Reform Act of 1832, the Second Reform Act of 1867,
and the Third Reform Act of 1884 each extended the franchise, it was not until the
Peoples Representation Act of 1918 and the Peoples Representation Act of 1928 (Equal
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Franchise) that the entire adult population of Britain had the right to vote.13 In light
of these events, we identify the date that Britain democratizes to be around 1920 and
interpret the Reform Acts of the 19th Century as a sequence of transfers from the landed
class to worker households.14

5.1 Parameterization

In order to assign parameter values we must identify the empirical counterpart of the
length of a model period as well as the first model period. Given that each generation
lives for a single period, the empirical counterpart of a model period is taken to be 30
years. The choice of starting period is not particularly important. However, given that
population, GDP, and real prices are available going back to 1200, we choose this as our
starting date, i.e. t = 0.

We begin with assigning the parameters associated with the demographic side of the
model. The initial population is normalized to 100. Thereafter the population is set
to match the actual population growth of England from 1200 to 2010. The population
data from 1200 to 1860 are taken from Clark (2010), whereas the more recent data are
taken from Census Population Estimates. The measure of landed households is based
on estimates of the number of families that belonged to the class of great landlords and
gentry in the 1550-1790 period as reported by Mingay (1963) and Rosenheim (1998). To
arrive at a number of landed elites, we multiply the number of families by their average
family size of 4.75 as reported by Rosenheim (1998, p. 16). For model periods prior to
1550, we assume that the number of landed households is such that the ratio of landed
households to the total population remains at its 1550 value of 2%. For model periods
after 1790, we assume that the absolute size of the landed class remains at its 1790 value.

In terms of endowments, the stock of land is equal to the total arable land acreage
reported by Mingay (1963) for 1715 and 1815 and by Bateman (1878) for 1877. Land
per landed household in the model is the total arable acreage divided by the number of
landed households. This is: 312 acres in 1715, 284 acres in 1815 and 288 acres in 1877.
For years before 1715, the stock of land is kept at its 1715 value and for years after 1877,
it is kept at its 1877 value.

On the technology side, initial TFPs in the education sector and traditional sector
are both normalized to one. The normalization of TFP in the traditional sector reflects
the freedom of choosing the units in which output is measured. The normalization of
TFP in the education sector is based on the result that the modern sector TFP and
the educational sector TFP enter multiplicatively in the condition for switching to the
modern technology. For the same reason, we assume that TFP in the education sector
is constant over time. For TFP in the modern sector, its 1530 value is set to ensure

13The First Reform Act of 1832 expanded the franchise from 492,700 to 806,000 individuals which
was about 15 percent of the population; the Second Reform Act of 1867 extended the franchise from
1.36 million to 2.48 million; and the Third Reform Act of 1884 extended the franchise to roughly 60
percent of the adult male population. The Peoples Representation Act of 1918 extended the franchise to
all men over the age of 21 and most women over 30 and the People’s Representation Act of 1928 (Equal
Franchise) extended the franchise to all women over the age of 21.

14According to Acemoglu and Robinson (2000), the First Reform Act was more of a concession rather
than an attempt of establish a democratic society.
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that 1530 is the first period that the modern technology is used. Prior to 1530, the
level of TFP in the modern sector is unimportant and simply kept low enough that the
switch condition is not met. Between 1530 and 1860, TFP growth in the modern sector is
calibrated to roughly match adult population literacy rates over that period. After 1900,
the modern sector TFP growth rates are calibrated to match growth rates of GDP per
capita for Britain. The growth rates of TFP in the traditional sector are set to match
the growth of GDP per capita in Britain from 1200 to 1900. Thereafter, the growth rate
is kept at its 1900 value. The reason we switch strategy for assigning the growth rates of
TFPs in the modern and traditional technologies in the 20th century is that literacy rates
were near 100 percent in Britain in this period, and hence provide very little guidance in
restricting the growth rate of TFP in the modern sector. The TFP levels for both the
traditional and modern technologies from 1200 to 2010 are shown in Figure 3. Finally,
the share parameter in the traditional technology, α, is set 2/3, which is roughly the
relative share of land and labor in the pre-1700 period as reported by Clark (2010).

[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

On the policy side, we need to assign the bounds associated with the barrier and the
taxes. For the barrier, we set π̄ = 0. Since the product (1− πt)AMtAEt is what matters
for determining the date of modernization, choosing some other value for π̄ would only
mean resetting the value of AMt in the period corresponding to 1530. By setting π̄ = 0
for Britain and examining how modernization and democratization dates change with
greater upper bounds in the comparative dynamics of the next section, we implicitly
capture the hypothesis of several economists and historians such as North and Thomas
(1973) that the rulers of Britain, at least after the Glorious Revolution in 1688, were
far more constrained in their ability to enact growth-inhibiting policies relative to other
countries. For the upper bound on the tax rate on income under peaceful democracy, τ̄
we set it to .71, which corresponds to the sum of the income tax plus the surtax on the
top marginal tax rate on income in England in the first part of the 20th Century. For the
corresponding upper bound in the case of a successful revolt, it is assumed to be twenty
percent higher than the maximum rate under peaceful democracy, i.e., ¯̄τ = 1.2 τ̄ . As this
assignment is not based on data, we shall want to examine the sensitivity of the results
to alternative values for ¯̄τ .

This leaves the probability function of a revolt succeeding, φ(h̄t−1), to specify and
parameterize. We require that φ(0) = 0 so as to ensure that peaceful autocracy is the
only sub-game perfect equilibrium pre-modernization.15 Additionally, we require the
probability that the revolt succeeds to be 1 if the entire population is educated. Provided
that there is no TFP growth in the education section, the human capital of an educated
worker in any period equals .5AE. If the entire population is educated, this is also the
average human capital. One function that satisfies the above two conditions is

φ(h̄t−1) =

{
.5AE−η(.5AE−h̄t−1)

.5AE
if h̄t−1 > 0,

0 if h̄t−1 = 0.
(52)

15Actually, this is not necessary. In fact, we have computed the path of the country when there is a
positive (10%) chance of the revolt succeeding when workers are uneducated. This does not affect the
predicted modernization or democratization dates. The only difference is that the elite will transfer some
income to the workers in the pre-modernization period.
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Using this functional form, only one parameter, η, needs to be assigned a value.
Given that revolt never occurs in the model, it is not possible to assign its value based
on some observation. Hence, we calibrate it so that the model predicts that the economy
democratizes in the first part of the 20th Century. The value for η that leads to this
democratization date is .90, implying that there is a 10% chance that revolt succeeds at
the date of modernization. This completes the calibration.

In light of the calibration strategy, it is not possible to use the modernization date
and democratization date predictions to test the plausibility of our theory. Nor can we
use growth rates of per capita GDP or literacy rates as these observations likewise were
used to assign parameter values. We can, however, use rental rates, wages, tax rates
and probability of revolts to judge the plausibility of our theory. Wage rates and rental
rates predicted by the model are shown in Figures 4 and 5. For comparison, time series
for English real wages and real rents plus taxes taken from Clark (2002) and (2007) are
added.16 All four series are normalized to one in 1800. Whereas the model is consistent
with the general long run trends, it performs poorly on a period by period basis. Its
ability to match the data is most problematic in the pre-1550 period, as it fails to generate
the large increase in real wages and the large decline in land rental rates following the
Black Death. One thing to consider in making these comparisons is that the accounts
used by Clark (2013) to construct these series imply no growth of per capita GDP in
Britain between 1200 and 1650. This is in contrast to Broadberry et al. (2015) whose
estimates of GDP are used in the model calibration. Given the different conclusions of
Clark (2013), the fact that our model does not match his estimates for wages and rents
is not particularly surprising.

[FIGURES 4 AND 5 ABOUT HERE]

Turning to the political side of the model, Figure 6 depicts the probability that revolt
succeeds along the equilibrium path. As shown, this probability increases from 0% before
1530 to 74% by 1890, the last period of autocracy. Judging the plausibility of the model
along this dimension is obviously difficult for lack of a real world statistical counterpart
and in light of the aforementioned debate on whether Britain’s democratization was
voluntary or not. The interpretation of British political history given by Acemoglu and
Robinson (2000) does suggest a very high threat of revolt in the 19th century.

Finally, Figure 7 depicts the time path of the tax rate for the economy. Prior to 1920,
the tax rate is set by the autocrat and applies only to land rents. As can be seen, the
model predicts a tax rate of 0% before 1530, the first year workers become educated.
This follows from our assumption that φ(0) = 0. In 1560, the first period in which there
is a positive chance that revolt succeeds, the tax rate is 14%. As workers become more
educated, this tax rate rises to 18% in 1620, 29% in 1740, and 60% in 1890, which is the
last model period the country is autocratic. In terms of the record of historical tax rates,
those who occupied land were subject to a land tax (initiated in 1692), poor law taxes
(initiated in 1572) and a window tax (initiated in 1707). Although rates for each of these
three types of taxes are not readily available, Clark (2010) reports indirect taxes from
1200 to 1860, which include the aforementioned taxes as well as taxes on commodities

16The real wages and real rent data prior to 1550 are actually taken from Hansen and Prescott (2002),
which are based on Clark (1998).
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such as beer, wine and candles, to name a few. Thus, the indirect taxes reported by Clark
(2010) constitute an upper bound on taxes on landed households. Dividing indirect taxes
by land rents in Clark (2010), yields an average tax rate of 0% prior to 1550, which then
steadily rises for the next three centuries: 2.6% in 1600, 19% in 1700, 64% in 1800 and
70% in 1860. Thus, the model tends to slightly over predict the tax rate on land rents,
particularly in the period 1560 to 1700. Still, given the simplicity of the model, its ability
to come this close to actual tax rates is surprising.

[FIGURES 6 AND 7 ABOUT HERE]

6 Comparative Development and Polity Paths

Having described the calibration and the predictions of the model for observations not
used in the calibration, we undertake a series of numerical exercises with the purpose
of understanding better the mechanics of the model, and particularly the importance
of the effect of education on political and economic development through greater social
participation. We begin by assuming that the probability of a revolt succeeding does not
depend on the average human capital of the population. Specifically, we keep the prob-
ability of a revolt succeeding constant at 10% and recompute the political and economic
equilibrium of the model assuming the same parameters as in the calibration. Although
the date of modernization is unaffected by this change, the date of democratization is;
whereas democratization happens in 1920 when education affects the probability of a
revolt succeeding, it now occurs in 2010, three model periods later. The intuition for this
result is straightforward. Facing a consistently lower threat of revolt, the elite are able
to maintain power longer as they do not have to transfer as much of their income in each
period to deter uprisings compared to the benchmark.17 The elite eventually do relin-
quish power, however, because population growth implies that there are more workers
to compensate and because land rents decline as a greater fraction of worker households
become self-employed.

As a related exercise, we next shut down growth in the modern sector and recompute
the economic and political equilibrium. Here the results are even more stark. Without
growth in modern-sector TFP, the population never acquires human capital and so the
de Facto power of the masses never increases. Additionally, land rents do not become
a smaller portion of income relative to wages. Hence, the elite can always afford to
transfer enough income to deter workers from choosing revolt, even though there are
more workers who must be compensated. Accordingly, the tax rate imposed on land
rents is held constant at 8% by the autocrat. The economy still grows: per capita GDP
increases by a factor of 7 from 1200 to 2010 on account of TFP growth in the traditional
sector. However, economic growth driven by productivity in the traditional sector does
not lead to democratization.

Next, we increase the number of landed households in the economy. This experiment
is of great interest as land inequality has been identified as an important factor for
understanding democratic transitions. The effects of changing the number of landed
households on modernization dates and democratization dates is shown in Table 1. In

17The tax rate on land income does not change much in this economy before 1900.
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the benchmark, landed households represent 2% of the population. As the table shows,
decreasing land inequality has no impact on the modernization date. This is not surprising
as the number of landed households does not enter the switch condition. Decreasing
land inequality, however, does hasten democratization. This is because increasing the
size of the landed class while keeping the stock of land fixed implies a lower income per
landed household at any stage of development. Landed income under peaceful democracy
likewise is lower at any stage of development as with more landed households, each receives
a smaller transfer. However, the reduction in income under peaceful autocracy is larger
relative to the decline in income under peaceful democracy, implying that democratization
happens earlier.

To round out our analysis, we study how modernization and democratization dates
depend on the policy related parameters of the model as well as the probability parameter
of a revolt succeeding, η. We start with the upper bound on the barrier, π̄, shown in
Table 2. This set of experiments is intended to show how much later the economy
would have modernized and democratized if the landed autocrat had a greater ability to
retard growth. As Table 2 shows, increasing the upper bound has great implications for
modernization dates, but far weaker implications for democratization dates: a country
that modernizes in 1860 ( π̄ = .75) will still democratize by 1920, (two periods after
modernization); one that modernizes in 1980 ( π̄ = .25) will democratize in 2010, one
period after modernization. Even though modernization can be delayed for centuries
when larger barriers to the modern technology are erected, its arrival results in a dramatic
increase in the fraction of worker households who are educated. For example, in the case
where modernization is delayed until 1980, the percentage of worker households goes from
0% in 1950 to 55% in 1980, one model period. In the benchmark it takes more than three
centuries for the percentage of educated worker households to reach 55%. In terms of
the switch condition given by (10), the massive flow of workers out of the traditional
sector in a single period in the case of the 1980 modernization is related to the calibrated
population growth and TFP growth in the traditional technology, particularly for the
20th Century, that alter the value of the left hand side of this condition, i.e., the wage to
unskilled workers when the entire workforce is employed in the traditional sector. With
the mass exodus out of the traditional sector, land rents decline dramatically and the
cost of deterring revolt increases dramatically leading the autocrat to relinquish power.
This is why democratization happens one period after modernization in the case when
π̄ = .25.

[TABLES 1, 2, 3 AND 4 ABOUT HERE]

The results obtained when varying the upper bound on the tax rate that a democrat can
implement, τ̄ are shown in Table 3. As can be seen, this upper bound is irrelevant for
both the modernization date and the democratization date. As the tax rate does not
affect the switch condition, it is not surprising that the modernization date is unaffected.
What is more surprising is that the democratization date is also unchanged. However, it is
important to note that in these experiments, the upper bound on the tax rate that can be
implemented under successful revolt, ¯̄τ, is being adjusted so that it is always 20% higher
than τ̄ . If instead we keep ¯̄τ = .85, as in the benchmark, then changing τ̄ does lead to a
different democratization date. For example, if τ̄ = .50 and ¯̄τ = .85 the democratization
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date occurs in 1860 and if τ̄ is lowered further to .25 democratization is hastened to
1830. Thus, what really matters is the differential tax rates the landed household faces
under peaceful and non-peaceful democracy. A higher ¯̄τ , ceteris paribus, increases the
worker household’s expected return to revolt and hence increases the concessions the
autocrat must make to deter the masses from revolting, lowering his payoff under peaceful
autocracy, and making it more likely that he will relinquish power. A higher τ̄ , ceteris
paribus, lowers the consumption a landed household realizes under peaceful democracy,
making it less likely that the autocrat will want to relinquish power. When both upper
bounds are adjusted upward or downward proportionally, the two forces tend to offset
each other so that democratization dates remain the same.

Lastly, Table 4 shows the modernization and democratization dates as the probability
parameter η is varied. Again, the modernization date is unaffected by this parameter as
the switch condition is independent of its value. The democratization date is affected,
at least for η < .50. To understand why the democratization date is not affected for
values greater than .50, it is useful to note that in the benchmark calibration, the 1920
democratization date is associated with a probability of successful revolt equal to 74%.
When the probability reaches 74%, it becomes too expensive for the autocrat to make
the amount of transfers needed to deter revolt, and so he relinquishes power. With values
of η > .50, the date when the probability of successful revolt reaches 74% still falls in
the period between 1890 and 1920 since the modernization path is not affected. Thus,
democratization still occurs in 1920. Notice that when η = .10, democratization happens
in 1560 as it is not possible to transfer enough income to the masses to deter them from
revolting once one worker becomes educated. In this case, the autocrat is better off giving
up power upon modernization.

From these numerical exercises we conclude that education appears to be crucial in
understanding the connection between development and polity paths. Our experiments
suggest that a constant probability of revolt, that is independent of the formation of
human capital, delays democratization, and that growth in the traditional sector does not
lead to democratization. Additionally, our results suggest that lower land inequality levels
do hasten democratization and that the ability of autocrats to retard growth does have
a significant effect on the date of democratization by delaying modernization. We now
proceed by exploring the association between polity and development through education
empirically.

7 Empirical Evidence on Education and Democracy

Our theory predicts that the probability a country peacefully transitions from autocracy
to democracy depends on the education of its citizenry. In this section, we examine
whether the data support this prediction.
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7.1 Econometric Specifications

We define the probability of democratization for country i in period t as:

pit =


1 if country i is democratic in period t

and autocratic in period t− 1,

0 otherwise.

To assess the effect of education on the probability of democratization, pit, we estimate
linear probability models of the form

pit = β0 + β1eit−1 + β2yit−1 + β3eit−1 · yit−1 + λi + λt + εit, (53)

where eit denotes log education in country i at time t, yit denotes log GDP per capita
and λi and λt are country and time fixed effects, respectively. In unveiling the effect
of education on the probability of democratization, we are interested in the sign and
magnitude of β1 in (53). We control for income in an attempt to disentangle the effects
of education, specifically, and economic development generally. In addition, we introduce
an interaction term, so as to allow for the possibility that the effect of education on the
transition probability may depend on a country’s level of economic development.

We estimate (53) on a full sample of countries as well as various subsamples. In the
full sample, countries were either democratic or autocratic throughout the sample, i.e.,
never transitioned from autocracy to democracy or vice versa, made the transition and
remained democratic, or made the transition but did not remain democratic. We focus
on two subsamples. The first is the subset of countries that transitioned to democracy
at least once during the sample period. The second is the set of transition countries
that did not experience a reversal for the remainder of the sample period, i.e., became
consolidated democracies.

7.2 Data

We use data from several sources to construct a panel of 108 countries over the 1960-2000
period. To mitigate the effect of short-run fluctuations, we construct a 5-year panel,
taking the observation of every fifth year.18 The benchmark analysis is based on Freedom
House polity measures.19 However, as there are disagreements over polity ratings, we
repeat the analysis using four alternative data sources. These are: (i) POLITY IV,
see Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers (2016); (ii) Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008a); (iii)
Geddes, Wright, and Frantz (2014); and (iv), our own measures of consolidated democracy
based on the approach in Schedler (2001).

The Freedom House rating, denoted FH , ranges from 1 to 7 in value with a smaller
number indicating a less democratic country. Freedom House groups countries into three
sets depending on the value of the index: free (1 − 2), partly free (3 − 5), and not free

18This empirical approach is consistent with Acemoglu et al. (2008).
19We use the Freedom House measures reported by Acemoglu et al. (2008) since they supplement this

index with alternative measures for years prior to 1965.
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(6 − 7). For our purposes, we define democracies as free regimes and autocracies as
not-free regimes. Thus, the probability of democratization variable is defined:

pFHit =

{
1 if FHi,t < 3 and FHi,t−1 > 5,

0 otherwise.
(54)

Our second data source is the POLITY IV Project, described in Marshall et al. (2016),
and here denoted POL. POLITY IV uses a −10 to +10 scale to identify a country’s
polity, with −10 being full autocracy and +10 being full democracy. For our purposes,
we define a country as being autocratic if it scores below −6 and as being democratic if
it scores above +6. Therefore, the probability that a country becomes democratic based
on this data source is defined as

pPOLit =

{
1 if POLi,t > 5 and POLi,t−1 < −5,

0 otherwise.
(55)

Our third source is Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008a), who compute the probability of
democratization using an algorithm exploiting data from POLITY IV, Freedom House,
Alvarez, Cheibub, Limongi, and Przeworski (1996), Przeworski et al. (2000), and his-
torical and electoral archives. In constructing this variable, they impose the restriction
that a new regime needs to be in place a minimum number of years for a transition to be
considered complete, and so add an element of consolidation to their probability measure.
In what follows, we will denote this probability measure pPSit .

Our fourth source is Geddes et al. (2014), who focus on traits of autocratic regimes
and classifies dictatorships by type. Using this source, we define a country as democratic
if it is not listed as one of the five types of dictatorial regimes. The probability measure
based on Geddes et al. (2014) is denoted by pGWF

it .
Finally, we construct a measure of consolidation based on Schedler (2001), who argues

that in order to assess whether a democratic regime is likely to endure one needs to look
at political actors engaged in anti-democratic action. This approach is referred to as the
behavioral consolidation of democratic stability, and the idea is to formulate a diagnosis
based on symptoms of weaknesses of the democratic system. The symptoms that signal
that a democracy is unlikely to survive can be grouped into three broad classes: (i) the
use of violence; (ii) the rejection of elections; and (iii) the transgression of authority.
Appendix A.3 explains in detail the algorithm used to construct this binary measure of
consolidated democracies. The probability of a transition associated with this measure
is denoted by pSit.

With regard to the explanatory variables, our measure of education is log average
years of schooling as reported by Barro and Lee (2013) and income is log GDP per
capita as reported by Maddison (2007). For each period, the values of education and
per capita income variables are lagged one period in the estimations, namely the lags
are observations with a 5-year lag. Descriptive statistics for the education and income
variables are provided in Table 5. In the full sample, average years of schooling ranges
between 0 and 12, with a mean value of 4.32. The average is slightly below 6 years in
democratic countries and less than 3 in autocratic ones. Average schooling is thus more
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than twice as high in democracies as in autocracies, regardless of the democracy measure
used. Democracies, on average, also tend to be more than twice as rich as autocracies.20

[TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE]

Descriptive statistics relating to the incidence of transitions based on the alternative
data sources are provided in Table 6. 25 countries stay democratic throughout the sam-
ple period and eight countries stay autocratic. 21 countries transition from autocracy to
democracy at least once when we use the Freedom House data, whereas twenty nine make
this transition at least once when we use the POLITY IV data. Using the Papaioannou
and Siourounis (2008a) definition of transitions, the number of countries democratizing is
34. Surprisingly, there are just 10 countries that are identified as becoming democratic at
least once under all three measures. Additionally, we note that the Freedom House and
POLITY IV measures suggest that around 60%of the countries that become democratic
are also consolidated upon democratization, i.e., do not return to autocracy for the dura-
tion of the sample. When the Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008a) measure of transitions
is used, that number reaches 100 percent. This higher percentage for Papaioannou and
Siourounis (2008a) is not surprising because stability is one of the criteria for a regime
switch according to their definition. With such differences across data sources, it is es-
sential that we estimate our model using all of the different measures before drawing any
conclusions.

[TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE]

7.3 Results

Table 7 presents the results from estimating (53) using the Freedom House measure
of democracy. Although the effect of education on the probability of transitioning to
democracy is always positive, it is not significant until we control for income per capita
and include an interaction term between income and the level of education.

Column (4), which will subsequently be referred to as the benchmark regression, im-
plies that if average years of education are doubled, the probability of democratization
increases by 0.2. Given the long term perspective of the empirical counterpart of the
model, doubling the average years of schooling is certainly feasible by historical accounts.
Therefore, Column (4) suggests that the effects of education on the probability of edu-
cation are sizable, in particular at low levels of development. The effect of per capita
income is not significant in any specification. The coefficient on the interaction term
is significant but negative, suggesting that the effect of education on the probability of
democratization is somewhat mitigated for high levels of income. A negative coefficient
on the interaction term could reflect a higher level of education in democratic countries.
This is certainly consistent with the descriptive statistics in Table 7 revealing that aver-
age years of schooling is about two times greater in democracies than autocracies. Since
the results in Table 7 reflect the full sample, democracies with high levels of education
may diminish the effect of education on the probability of becoming democratic, simply
because they have already made the transition from autocracy to democracy.

20The maximum value for GDP per capita in an autocracy, however, exceeds that of any democracy,
an observation from Qatar in 1975.
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[TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE]

This hypothesis can be addressed by re-estimating (53) for various subsamples. The
results for the subsample estimations are presented in Table 8. In Column (1) we exclude
countries that are democratic throughout the sample (DD); in Column (2) we exclude the
countries that are autocratic throughout the sample (AA); and in Column (3) we exclude
both these subsets thereby restricting the sample to countries that switch regimes at
least once. Importantly, we find that the marginal effect of education on the transition
probability is positive and significant regardless of sample. The offsetting effect of the
interaction term remains (i.e., negative value for β3) across samples, however, it is not
significant in Columns (1) and (3), where countries that were always democratic are
excluded. This corroborates our conjecture that the offsetting effect of high income
stems from high levels of education in countries that were already democratic.

Columns (4) and (5) further assess the sensitivity of the results by excluding countries
that, at some point, revert to autocracy once democratic (AD). The difference between
the two estimations is that in Column (4) we also exclude those countries that were always
democratic (DD) and those that were always autocratic (AA). The results are essentially
unchanged: education has a significant, positive effect on the probability of transitioning
to a stable democracy and this effect is somewhat offset at high levels of income.

[TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE]

7.4 Robustness

We complete this section by investigating whether these findings are robust across differ-
ent measures of polity. Given the substantial differences in descriptive statistics across
polity data sets documented in Table 5, it is essential to check if our findings are sensitive
to using the Freedom House data. We conclude that they are not. Tables 7 and 8 report
the estimation results based on the other four sources. The results obtained when using
the POLITY IV measure of democracy are displayed in Table B.1 in Appendix B and are
qualitatively identical to those in Table 7. Repeating the estimation for the subsamples
using the POLITY IV data does not alter any of our conclusions. These estimations,
presented in Table B.2 in Appendix B show that the marginal effect of education on the
probability of democratization is positive and significant in all subsamples.

The results obtained when using the PS-measure of transitions are displayed in Table
B.3 in Appendix B and again corroborate the notion that the results are insensitive to
the measure of democratization used. Similarly, our results are robust when using the
data from Geddes et al. (2014) and the measures obtained when using the approach in
Schedler (2001). The results are displayed in Appendix B, Table B.4.

We conclude that the effect of education on democracy is positive, significant and
robust across measures of polity and subsamples. The marginal effect of an additional
average year of schooling on the probability of a democratic transition is estimated to
approximately 0.2, with an offsetting effect of higher income of around 0.03, when con-
trolling for income. Per capita income, in contrast, does not affect the probability of
democratization. The empirical findings are consistent with the mechanism put forth in
this paper.
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8 Concluding Remarks

Motivated by independent empirical evidence, this paper develops a unified theory of
growth and polity that sheds new light on the strong positive correlation between income
and democracy. Importantly, we show that education, by spurring the de facto power
of workers, can have quantitatively important implications for when a country democra-
tizes. Relatedly, our theory suggests that economic growth that is driven by growth in
traditional sectors is not conducive to democratization. This latter prediction may help
explain why countries pursuing a strategy of export-led growth have failed to sustain
democratic regimes.

There are a number of directions for future research. First, it may be desirable
to introduce physical capital to the model for the purpose of extending the calibration
exercise. Second, it would be interesting to exploit the within period heterogeneity of
worker households with regard to education for the purpose of generating conflict under
democracy. Those with education would constitute a new political base - the industrial
elite. With heterogeneity across worker households, there is the possibility of different
tax and barrier policies under democracy. It is easy to think that educated workers, to
the extent that they reside in urban areas and government centers, could take control
of the democratic process, even though they might represent less than 50 percent of the
working population. If so, a democracy might wish to implement barriers to education,
in a sort of insider/outsider set-up. This added feature of an educated urban worker class
could also prove useful for developing a theory of why some countries transition back
from democracy to autocracy. Other extensions would consider the ability of the elite to
organize and counter the effect of the masses. For example, one could let the effectiveness
of the elite in governing depend on their education levels and class size.
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Figure 1: Bin-scatter of Log GDP per capita and The Freedom House Political Rights
Index.
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Tables

Table 1: Comparative statics for different values of land inequality.

NL/N Modernization Democratization

2% 1530 1920
5% 1530 1920
10% 1530 1890
20% 1530 1830
30% 1530 1770
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Table 2: Comparative statics for different values of π̄.

π̄ Modernization Democratization

1 1530 1920
0.75 1860 1920
0.5 1920 1950
0.25 1980 2010
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Table 3: Comparative statics for different values of τ̄ .

τ̄ Modernization Democratization

1 1530 1920
0.71 1530 1920
0.5 1530 1920
0.25 1530 1920
0.1 1530 1920
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Table 4: Comparative statics for different values of η.

η Modernization Democratization

1 1530 1920
0.9 1530 1920
0.75 1530 1920
0.5 1530 1890
0.25 1530 1770
0.1 1530 1560
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics.

Variable Obs Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Full Sample
Average years of schooling 818 4.32 2.85 .04 12.18
GDP per capita 1,565 4,458.41 5,344.22 214.16 34,421.32

Democracies. FH.
Average years of schooling 375 5.93 2.87 0.26 12.18
GDP per capita 736 6,338.37 6,334.75 289.15 32,810.12

Autocracies. FH.
Average years of schooling 308 2.81 2.01 0.04 8.81
GDP per capita 603 2,765.1 3,677.02 214.16 34,421.32

Democracies. POL.
Average years of schooling 407 5.68 2.93 0.26 12.18
GDP per capita 793 6,142.04 6,278.14 214.16 32,810.12

Autocracies. POL.
Average years of schooling 276 2.66 2.01 0.04 8.81
GDP per capita 518 2,762.07 3,749.46 392.11 34,421.32

Notes: FH and POL denotes regimes according to the Freedom House and POLITY IV definitions,

respectively.
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Table 6: Transitions.

Transition type No. of countries

No transition. Always democracy. 25
No transition. Always autocracy. 6

At least one transition to democracy. FH. 21
At least one transition to democracy. POL. 29
At least one transition to democracy. PS. 34
At least one transition to democracy. FH, POL and PS. 10

Permanent transition to democracy. FH. 13
Permanent transition to democracy. POL. 17
Permanent transition to democracy. PS. 34
Permanent transition to democracy. FH, POL and PS. 8

Notes: Countries labeled always democracy and always autocracy never switch regimes according to

the Freedom House rating. FH, POL and PS denote regime transitions according to equations (54),

(55) and Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008a), respectively.
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Table 7: Linear probability models on full sample. Dependent variable: FH measure of
transitions.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

L.Edc. 0.00240 0.0146 0.209∗∗

(0.021) (0.026) (0.104)

L.GDP -0.0101 -0.0107 0.0342
(0.018) (0.021) (0.026)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0289∗

(0.016)

Constant -0.00182 0.0866 0.0673 -0.215
(0.035) (0.155) (0.189) (0.199)

Democratic reversals Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 776 960 689 689
No. of id 108 150 97 97
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0

Notes: All models include country and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance

codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 8: Linear probability models on subsamples. Dependent variable: FH measure of
transitions.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

L.Edc. 0.211∗ 0.209∗ 0.210∗ 0.189∗∗ 0.187∗∗

(0.120) (0.106) (0.123) (0.074) (0.089)

L.GDP 0.0336 0.0339 0.0328 0.0241 0.0236
(0.028) (0.027) (0.028) (0.017) (0.018)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0288 -0.0289∗ -0.0286 -0.0283∗∗ -0.0292∗∗

(0.018) (0.016) (0.019) (0.011) (0.013)

Constant -0.227 -0.211 -0.221 -0.105 -0.108
(0.210) (0.200) (0.210) (0.134) (0.143)

AD excluded Yes No Yes No Yes
AA excluded No Yes Yes No Yes
Democratic reversals Yes Yes Yes No No
No. of obs. 508 678 497 689 497
No. of id 73 95 71 97 71
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: AD denotes always democracy, AA denotes always autocracy. Democratic reversals indicate

whether countries that democratize but later revert to autocracy are included. All models include

country and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Appendices
A Derivations

A.1 Proof that rLtlt > wt

A key result in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 is that the democratic leader sets the tax rate at the
upper bound if rLtlt > wt. Below, we derive conditions for when this holds.

Pre-modernization, comparing (11) to (9) implies that rLtlt > wt if and only if:

(1− α)ATt

( L

NHt

)−α
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rLt

L

NLt︸︷︷︸
lt

> αATt

( L

NHt

)1−α

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wt

.

Simplifying:
(1− α)Nα

HtN
−1
Lt > αN

−(1−α)
Ht .

If and only if:
(1− α)NHt > αNLt.

Using Nt = NLt +NHt, we obtain:

(1− α)NHt > α(Nt −NHt).

If and only if:
(1− α + α)NHt > αNt.

This obtains if:
NHt

Nt

> α. (A.1)

Post-modernization, comparing (8) to (12) implies that rLtlt > wt if and only if:

(1− α)ATt

( L

NTt

)−α
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rLt

lt > (1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4︸ ︷︷ ︸
wt

.

Plugging in NTt from (13), we obtain:

(1− α)ATtL
−α

(
(1− πt)AMtAEt1

4αATt

)− α
(1−α)

Lαlt > (1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4
.

If and only if:

(1− α)ATt

(
1

αATt

)− α
(1−α)

lt >
(

(1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4

)1+ α
1−α

.
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Simplifying:

(1− α)α
α

(1−α)A
1

1−α
Tt

( L

NLt

)
>
(

(1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4

) 1
1−α

.

Raising both sides to 1− α:

αα(1− α)(1−α)ATt

( L

NLt

)(1−α)

> (1− πt)AMtAEt
1

4
. (A.2)

We note that the right-hand side of (A.2) is the right-hand side of the switch condition
(10), i.e. the post-modernization wage. Since wages are equalized across sectors (the
switch condition holds with equality in this era) we may use the left-hand side of (10) on
the right-hand side of (A.2). We obtain:

αα(1− α)(1−α)ATt

( L

NLt

)(1−α)

> αATt

( L

NHt

)1−α
.

Simplifying and raising both sides to (1− α)−1 we obtain:

(1− α)
( L

NLt

)
> α

( L

NHt

)
. (A.3)

Using Nt = NLt +NHt in (A.3):

(1− α)NHt > α(Nt −NHt), (A.4)

which also obtains if and only if
NHt/Nt > α.

We conclude that, if NHt/Nt > α, rLtlt > wt both pre- and post-modernization.

A.2 Proof that πt(PD) = 0

Consider (38) in the main text, repeated here for convenience:

∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
=
(

1− τt(PD) + τt(PD)
NHt

Nt

)∂wt
∂πt

+ τt(PD)
L

Nt

∂rLt
∂πt

.

Re-arranging we obtain:

∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
=
∂wt
∂πt
− τt(PD)

NLt

Nt

∂wt
∂πt

+ τt(PD)
L

Nt

∂rLt
∂πt

.

If and only if:
∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
=
∂wt
∂πt
− τt(PD)

NLt

Nt

(∂wt
∂πt
− lt

∂rLt
∂πt

)
.

Equation (12) implies:
∂wt
∂πt

= −AMtAEt
1

4
.
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To compute ∂rLt/∂πt, we need to solve for rLt on reduced form. Plugging (13) into (8)
we obtain:

rLt = (1− α)ATtL
−αNα

Tt = (1− α)ATt

(
(1− πt)AMtAEt

4αATt

)− α
(1−α)

.

We thus obtain:

∂rLt
∂πt

= − α

(1− α)
(1− α)ATt

(
(1− πt)AMtAEt

4αATt

)− α
(1−α)−1

−AMtAEt
4αATt

.

If and only if:

∂rLt
∂πt

=

(
(1− πt)AMtAEt

4αATt

)− 1
(1−α)

AMtAEt
4

.

We obtain:

∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
= −AMtAEt

1

4
−τt(PD)

NLt

Nt

(
−AMtAEt

1

4
−lt
((1− πt)AMtAEt

4αATt

)− 1
(1−α) AMtAEt

4

)
.

Collecting terms:

∂cHt(PD)

∂πt
= −AMtAEt

1

4

[
1− τt(PD)

NLt

Nt

(
1 + lt

((1− πt)AMtAEt1

4αATt

)− 1
(1−α)

)]
.

Since NLt/Nt is a small number, and since τt(PD) = τ̄ , we may assume that the term
within square brackets is positive, which suggests that ∂cHt(PD)/∂πt < 0 under reason-
able assumptions. This suggests that πt(PD) = 0.
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A.3 Measuring “Behavioral Consolidation” of a Democracy

We measure whether a democracy is likely to last based on the “behavioral consolidation”
approach. Schedler (2001) documents three approaches to measure democratic consoli-
dation: the behavioral, the attitudinal, and the structural foundation. The behavioral
approach is related with the visible symptoms of democratic trouble, which are uses of
violence, the rejection of elections, and the transgression of authority among others. The
attitudinal foundation is related not with behavior but preferences and perceptions, and
it is concerned with the legitimacy of the regime. Last, the structural foundation asks
about whether consolidation only if it rests upon solid ground, namely socioeconomic
foundations (high income, low inequality) and the institutional foundations (design of
forms of government and electoral systems). Schedler (2001) considers that the behav-
ioral approach is the dominant criteria to measure democracy.

The “behavioral consolidation” approach looks at the political actors engaged in anti-
democratic action to ask whether the democracy is in trouble.21 We exploit the com-
ponent variables22 from the POLITY IV to create a binary variable that takes 1 for
consolidated democracies.

We consider that the democracy is likely to perdure if all of the following criteria
are satisfied in the POLITY IV measures: i) Regulation of Chief Executive Recruit-
ment (XRREG) > 2; ii) Competitiveness of Executive Recruitment (XRCOMP) > 2; iii)
Openness of Executive Recruitment (XROPEN) > 1; iv) Executive Constraints [Decision
Rules] (XCONST) > 3; v) Regulation of Participation (PARREG) > 1 and vi) The Com-
petitiveness of Participation (PARCOMP) > 3. In addition, we impose the additional
requirement that the political regime cannot be considered as non-democractic according
to Geddes et al. (2014). Our binary category for consolidated democracies takes 1 if all
the conditions mentioned above are satisfied.

21Examples of anti-democratic behavior are political goals set by force, refusal to participate in demo-
cratic elections, actively denial of the rights of others to participate in political competition, fraud and
intimidation, and public official ignoring the legal boundaries of their office as a recurrent practice.

22See the Polity IV manual for details on the measurement of each of these variables.
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B Supplemental Tables

Table B.1: Linear probability models on full sample. Dependent variable: the POL
measure of transitions.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

L.Edc. 0.0240 0.0416 0.322∗∗

(0.027) (0.027) (0.156)

L.GDP -0.0448 -0.0274 0.0376
(0.027) (0.039) (0.058)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0417∗

(0.022)

Constant -0.0164 0.395∗ 0.191 -0.218
(0.043) (0.230) (0.339) (0.446)

Democratic reversals Yes Yes Yes Yes
No. of obs. 763 904 682 682
No. of id 106 136 95 95
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0

Notes: All models include country and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance

codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.2: Linear probability models on subsamples. Dependent variable: POL measure
of democracy.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

L.Edc. 0.330∗ 0.329∗∗ 0.338∗ 0.246∗∗ 0.248∗∗

(0.177) (0.160) (0.180) (0.097) (0.117)

L.GDP 0.0389 0.0390 0.0405 0.0195 0.0209
(0.062) (0.059) (0.063) (0.026) (0.027)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0436∗ -0.0427∗ -0.0447∗ -0.0367∗∗ -0.0388∗∗

(0.025) (0.023) (0.026) (0.014) (0.017)

Constant -0.230 -0.225 -0.240 -0.0351 -0.0559
(0.464) (0.455) (0.472) (0.196) (0.205)

AD excluded Yes No Yes No Yes
AA excluded No Yes Yes No Yes
Democratic reversals Yes Yes Yes No No
No. of obs. 508 678 497 689 497
No. of id 73 95 71 97 71
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: AD denotes always democracy, AA denotes always autocracy. Democratic reversals capture

whether countries that democratize but later revert to autocracy are included. All models include

country and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.3: Linear probability models. Dependent variable: PS measure of transitions.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

L.Edc. 0.151∗∗ 0.151∗∗ 0.699∗ 0.820∗∗ 0.177∗ 0.177∗

(0.072) (0.072) (0.354) (0.369) (0.103) (0.097)

L.GDP 0.0336 0.0336 0.118 0.0921 0.0267 0.0240
(0.022) (0.022) (0.095) (0.105) (0.036) (0.032)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0263∗∗ -0.0263∗∗ -0.123∗∗ -0.121∗∗ -0.0359∗∗ -0.0350∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.053) (0.056) (0.018) (0.017)

Constant -0.142 -0.142 0.0272 0.0851 0.0435 0.0517
(0.174) (0.174) (0.771) (0.824) (0.283) (0.255)

Democratic reversals No No No No No No
No. of obs. 665 665 663 663 559 568
No. of id 92 92 92 92 92 92
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: All models include country and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance

codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.4: Linear probability models. Dependent variable: the GWF measures of democ-
racy.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
GWF GWF Cons. Cons.

L.Edc. 0.306 0.335∗∗ 0.586∗∗∗ 0.424∗∗∗

(0.197) (0.141) (0.160) (0.160)

L.GDP 0.00900 0.0364 0.0916 0.0785
(0.060) (0.047) (0.057) (0.052)

L.GDP X Edc. -0.0386 -0.0444∗∗ -0.0820∗∗∗ -0.0615∗∗

(0.029) (0.022) (0.025) (0.025)

Constant 0.0164 -0.213 -0.493 -0.471
(0.445) (0.340) (0.412) (0.363)

Democratic reversals Yes No Yes No
No of obs. 691 691 691 691
No. of id 97 97 97 97
Adjusted R2 0 0 0 0

Notes: The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) assumes the value 1 if the country transitions

from autocratic to non-autocratic according to Geddes et al. (2014). The dependent variable in Columns

(3) and (4) assumes the value 1 if the country transitions from being autocratic to being a consolidated

democracy according to our mesure of “behavioral consolidation”. All models include country and year

fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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